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About This Game

It is the year 522 AD and Valhonis Lionaire, the last remaining survivor of a brand of skilled warriors, has been chosen by the
king to carry out a quest.

In effort to reclaim a kingdom taken over by evil, Valhonis must vanquish the dragon that lies somewhere deep inside the castle.
However, this task won’t be easy as he will be faced with many obstacles along the way.

What will be his fate?

Game Features:

•Venture through the castle by locating keys that unlocks doors.
•Discover new areas.

•Fight enemies that lurk around every corner.
•Increase fighting abilities by obtaining spells and new weaponry along the way.
•Advance further into the castle by solving puzzles and overcoming obstacles.
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Title: Spellbind
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Point2Point Entertainment
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 17 Mar, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/VISTA/7/8

Processor: 2 Ghz processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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STARDEW VALLEY
a special name
i will talk about the game in different parts
at first
let us have a think what the game bring us

ADVANTAGES
FAR AWAY FROM SOMETHING LET YOU DOWN
at first,you work in a factory called joja cola,stressful life just like real life,It's like a road that never ends,but you have to keep
on walking,because you know,Your path is made up of something called time,and it's slowly crumbling
during the road called life,full of many beautiful things beside the street,also,some others,maybe let you down
you want to
Find comfort, find a place away from the hustle and bustle of the city, away from debauchery, away from conflict, away from
false friendship
you ant to find a arcadia
but you can not go out
you still have work
now
here
in stardew valley
you found that

BEAUTIFUL VALLEY,SIMPLE VILLAGERS
in this small towm,almost no bus,not much TV,There are few traces of the city
villagers,kindness
you can make friend with then,you even can fall in love with them
wow
i love that feel
l mean
love and friendy
haha
lol
GAME MAKER
Game maker is a person to complete the game, I believe it must be full of his efforts, and this is a good game, you can see his
efforts,so why not support him
not expensive
and this game also tell us
game
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not only blood,fight,gun,war
but also something beautiful
can let you fell relax
that game
called

The ninth art

DISADVANTAGE
some bugs
Modeling through the wall, although the game music sounds good, but the number is small
Some game code is incomplete
Festival is too little

in all
good game
support game maker
haha
oh
have snow
Rare fish appeared
I'm going to take my fishing rod to the lake beside the village
maybe i can meet

Caroline

haha
lol
anyone want to play with me in this game
or other game
or just want to chat with me
anyway
anyone want to add me
welcome you
haha
enjoy your game
welcome everyone add me
haha. Bee good or bee killed ...

This is one of those rare real looking and "cute" shmup games like a retro in great visuals at a animalistic insectial theme..

This is actually a SHMUP game for all ages to enjoy and have fun with for the simple thing it is.My guess is you have to be
alittle "shmup nerd" to find it interesting and I guess I am then :D ;)

I use a LionCast Arcade Controller / Xbox Pc controller..

Its all a matter of taste when comes to shmup "shoot Em up " games .. they can all have their charm ...

I can recommend it for the originality and cuteness ..

Well Done :-). This game crashed on me which had more to do with my computer then the game. A game that makes you think
everything is fine until it isn't. Puzzle's to solve, but I was too scared to look around to solve them.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/RF58EtPgzsk. It was a good concept until you see the flaws. No auto trader option makes me have to do
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work.I don't appreciate work or that fact that I have to perform it. I also have a problem with the time speeding up thing. If you
don't go to church and take a bath every day, then you get♥♥♥♥♥♥♥by the locals. When you speed up the game by 1 month a
second, it will destroy you.. This is a short puzzle game with a really nice art style and I love the soundtrack!
I could work out most of the puzzles, only one or two were a bit obtuse. Likable main protag, the range of characters were
entertaining.
Would recommend if you like point and click puzzles, or 70s spy genre, fun writing in a game. Do it for the zombies.

I literally only play this game for the zombies, I play almost only on community created maps and they are just great. I want to
buy the DLC zombie maps but $50 is too hefty of a price for I think only 4 or 5 maps. There is a new map pack coming for just
zombies which I do plan on getting but that is so I do not have to keep playing the old maps on my PS3 and so I can do split
creen on them. Yes I still play split screen zombies and it's great when your friend doesn't have a PC because some people just
don't get it and he's one of them lol.

Anyway I recommend this game for the zombies, if you can find a deal elsewhere or if the game is on sale I really recommend
it.. Short but fun little game.
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It is what it is, a very simple addictive and totally hilarious side shooter, yes there are free flash games similar to this and yes it's
a bit pricey But maybe wait until the sales start.. game often lages hard with the graphs it crashies sometimes better of buying a
bus simulator game from OMSIs system yes price is high but at less the game is better.. For the low price, this game more than
enough.. great pole ane reel for walleye to!.

great game for peaple who are fisherman irl(like me)

totaly recament to peaple who like trout fishing irl. I've seen a few reviews claiming the difficulty is rough, but I find that it's
much, much easier and more forgiving than other space shooters. I can barely beat a single stage of Gradius, but here I find
myself steadily going through them, though not without deaths, because they are still challenging. It's balanced much more fairly
than all the other scrolling shmups I've played, touching the floor isn't an instant death, and there is no lives system, only
checkpoints. If you've ever played a scrolling shooter in your life you'll probably do just fine here. The weapon system works
wonderfully and the shield is an interesting mechanic that allows you to tank a few hits if you've got it facing the right direction,
a nice break from dying in one hit with no exceptions. Easy to learn but difficult to master very much applies to this game..
Certainly worth it for the laughs, had a lot of fun with it. Hope to see more small things like this in future.
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